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SYTiOPSYS. The calculated expression for the hearing capacity of the piles was derived on the base 
of the solution of the equilibrium equation of the expended and useful power of the inpact.That 
is possible to plott the diagram of the relationship between the settlements of the piles and 
loads.The experimental investigations were carried out to develop the methods of the accounting 
the forces of the negative friction while determining the bearing capacity of the piles under the 
forced consolidation of soil surrounding them. It was proposed to take the exceeding of the rate 
of the soil settlement above the rate of the pile settlement as a criterium of the orirgination 
of these forces.

The determination of bearing capacity of piles 
by the method of impact loading, using the 
formulas, the initial values of which are the 
elastic and the residual parts of the pile sin
king at an impact of the hammer, doesn't al
ways give satisfactory results.The exactness 
of the determination of bearing capacity is 
greatly effected by the amount of the hammer's 
usaful energy, which is determined differently 
by different authors.
A mathematical modelling of the pile impact 
sinking process has been carried out in order 
to determine the influence of different hammer 
and soil parameters on the character of the 
energy_redistribution at a hamner[s impact.
The main noint of this modelling is that the 
physical nodal of soil which takes into account 
its pkysicomechanical properties is not con
structed, instead, the experimentally obtained 
dependence of pile sinking on time x^= f(t) is 
used.
The function itself contains all the manifes
tations of the elastic, viscous and plastic 
properties of soil,the parameters of pile and 
hammer.
Taking into consideration the above mentioned 
dependence it is possible to determine the 
force function by the parameters of the impact 
part of the hammer and the elastic pad through 
which the pile is subjected to an_impact.For 
this purpose,a differential equation of the_ 
movement of the impact part of the hammer is 
worked out using the scheme shown in Fig.1 , 
where S and y parameters are the parameters 
which characterize the elastic and viscous 
properties of the pad.
The solution of the equation gives the depen
dence of the hammer's impact part movement on 
time x-=f(t).Using the data of the hammer and 
pile movement, the rigidity of the pad we de
fine the force function

F(t) = S ( X2 - Jt, )

Then the energy of the hammer's impact, trans
ferred to the system "pile-soil" is defined by 
the following formula

Xl(t) dl,
(1)

Fig.1 Force function calculation 
scheme, experimental (solid lines) 
and theoretical (dotted line) rela
tionships of this function X*(t) and 
F(t). ‘ ^

where X,. (t) is the rate of the pile movement; 
ty. is the moment of time correspon-
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ding to the maximum sinking of the pile which 
is equal to the sum of the residual e0 and 
the elastic Co parts of the pile sinking at 
an impact of the hammer.

Having at one's disposal the authentic infor
mation about the ener gy  transferred to the 
system "pile-soil" it is possible to define 
the energy, spent directly on the pile sinking. 
For this purpose the energy spent on overco
ming the forces of the viscous resistance of 
soil and the energy which is spent to overcome 
the forces of inertia are defined:

* ^

x.Ct) cit.
(2)

(3 )

where ^ is the mass of the pile;
Q is the acceleration of the free fall 
“ of bodies;

X/| (t) is the acceleration of the pile mo- 
, vement;
<1 is the coefficient of the soil vis
cosity.

The energy, spent directly on pile sinking 
(3 ) is defined from the equation:

3 x  3  ~3 i  ‘ 3 x  * (4)

The reaction of the soil (P) to the pile sin
king at a slowly increasing load can be pre
sented in the way it is done in the Barkan
(1976) paper

^  I (5)
P W =Pn0 h -e

where Pnp is the limiting value of the soil 
resistance; 

cJL is the empirical coefficient.

On intergrating this equation by the parameter 
JC in the limits of X  = 0  t o  OC- Qq  + Co  
we get the energy spent on the pile sinking

e+c (6)a - p
X  np

Comparing formulae (4) and (6) we determine 
the value of the limiting resistance

P =

"P e0+ c 0- ^ ( i - e ^ 7
(7)

Equations (5) and (7) give a possibility_to 
obtain the dependence of sinking on loading, 
using the results of dynamic tests.This depen
dence is analogous to that obtained in tests 
by static increasing loading._
Evaluating the influence of different parame
ters of hammer and soil on the amount of ener
gy, transferred to the pile a function has been 
chosen which satisfactorily approximates the_ 
experimental dependencies of pile sinking main
ly on the section fromthe beginning of the 
movement up to the achievement of its maximum 
value. For this purpose the following function 
was used:

f i
OC - I 2 2 

' h +U3
w - e

-lit/
ism OJCOSU3 (8)

where h is the coefficient of the damping 
oscillations (6);

( j j is the frequency of the oscillations 
of the pile with the hammer in the 
soil;

J )  is the maximum value of the rate of 
the pile sinking.

The experimental data of the model and natural 
tests of piles were approximated by formula 
(8). The model tests were carried out in a soil 
tray on pipe piles 200 and 250 cm longand 10 
cm wide. Rubber washers were used varying from
3 to 10 cm in size. The national tests were 
carried out on two reinforced-concrete piles 
500 and 600 cm long and with a cross-section 
of 50s*J0 cm.
The precision of the approximation was evalu
ated by the meansquare criterion - . In 
the cases considered for X*(t) had^qoi- 0.05 
with the number of ordinates equal to 10 which 
indicates the satisfactory convergence of the 
exoerimental and the approximating functions 
(Fig.1).
The problem was being solved with the help of 
a digital computer EC-1020 and. the parame
ters of the hammer and of the pile sinking va
ried in the limits, expected in practice.
The obtained results allow to observe that the 
value of the impact energy, transferred to the 
system "pile-soil" must be considered in rela
tion to the total value of pile sinking at an 
impact of the hammer.Otherwise one may get dif
ferent values of energy for one and the same 
value of the residual part of the pile sinking 
at an impact in relation to the elastic part 
of its sinking at an impact. Resides, the energy 
is considerably effected by the parameters, 
characterizing the properties of soil on the 
one hand and the performance of hammer and pad 
on the other hand (Fig.2).

Fig.2 Relationship for hammer impact 
energy versus the amortisseur rigidity 
(1-3) and refusal of pile (A—6).
1.X=4cm ; 2.X=2cm; 3.X=1cm,4. y=10S; 
5.y=20S; 6.y=40S. 0

Because of the fact that the energy, transferred 
to the pile depends upon a number of hammer, 
pile and soil parameters, it's quite reasonable 
to measure it m  each particular case.
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The equipment developed for this purpose com
prises a dynamometer, an acceleration transdu
cer and an electronic unit for intergration, 
multiplication and memory.Fig.3 shows a block 
diagram of the equipment.The piezoaccelerame- 
ter 1 IIA-10 B with a sensivity of,. -,«v. sec^

n

Pig. 3 A scheme of the equipment to 
measure the hammer impact energy:

- an acceleration transducer; 
cy - coordination devices;
5n’ - a multiplication unit;
^ C  - a force transducer;
3 y  - a storage; 
u  pi -  intergrators; 

i j z

is used as an acceleration transducer.The force 
transducer is fitted with a tensotransformer, 
glued to a cylinder-shaped elastic element.The 
tensotransformer is fed with a voltage,propor
tional to the rate of the pile movement,which 
is taken from the output of the first integra
tor and then is intensified in power.Thus, the 
force transducer performs two functions:the 
function of the force transducer and that of 
a multiplication unit.The coordination devices, 
the intergratos and the storage use intergrated 
microcircuits of the type 140.^ 8, 153.Y4IA.
The equipment is fed by an accumulator battery

through a voltage transformer.
While at work the force transducer is placed 
on the head of the pile with the help of a 
special head cap with a wooden pad 5-8 cm thick. 
The head cap of the hammer is mounted on the 
force transducer. The acceleration transducer 
is fixed on the lateral surface of the pile 
and is connected with the electronic unit by 
a connecting hose.The force transducer is con
nected in the same way.
According to the calculation data the error of 
the impact energy measurement doesn't exceed 
5%.The comparison of the calculation data with 
those obtained in tests indicates a satisfacto
ry convergence of the results.
The value of bearing capacity of piles should 
be corrected in the case of construction sites 
on soft consolidating soils.
When soft soil consolidates extra forces of ne
gative friction appear on the side surface of 
piles which can achieve a considerable magnitu
de (Broms, 1979).
The specific feature of the investigation of 
forces of negative friction in the USSR con
sisted in the fact that, in accordance with 
most typical regional conditions,piles general
ly cut through a rather thin layer (about IQ- 
20 m) of either peat or silt or other soft soils 
consolidating under a 2-6 m thick layer of hyd- 
ropumped (or filled) sand arranged to prepare 
the site for further construction operations.

Therefore, the negative friction was measured 
on rather short floating piles (up to 20m ) 
when surrounding soil was being forcibly con
solidated.
Experiments in semi-field conditions were sta
ged in a 4-x4x8r> test-box on 5.8m long tenso- 
piles with crossection of 25 by 25 cm located 
i_n alternating layers of medium '¿ands and of 
peat with a surface surcharge up to 0.04 .:3?a 
that simulated pressure from_hydro-pumped sand. 
Negative friction was investigated by meens: 
of two pre-stressed tenso-stnps attachel to 
pile facets,of pressure gauges vdth hydraulic 
transducers incorporated both in piles level- 
to-level and in surrounding soil to measure 
normal vertical and radical stresses, of tenso- 
dynamometer in the pile tip capable to be scre
wed inside the pile, thus transforming the pile 
from a point bearing to a floating one, of deep 
and shallow markers for measuring deformations 
of soil around the pile as well as soil and 
pile settlements.
The diagrams for total negative friction varia
tion obtained in the course of one of the expe
riments are displayed on Fig.4. Negative fric
tion appeared when the tenso-pile settled due

Fig. 4 Negative friction resultant versus: 
a) time; b) soil-pile Iiead differential 
settlements.

54 -  017111
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to peat consolidation under sand mass (interval 
OA, Fig,4- a) and. then grew jumplike,when sur
charge was applied stepwise (interval AB and_
CD),thus achieving the maximum value at conside 
rable (about 50mm)soil settlement.After relati
ve stabilization of negative friction (point E) 
the point bearing pile, after the tenso-dynamo- 
meter was screwed in, became a floating one that 
resulted in its settlements under the action of 
negative friction which disappeared when the 
settlement was 4 mm (intervals EF and E E ) .
Then the negative friction increased again,ac
companied by continous soil consolidation, and 
achieved their former magnitude, this,however, 
requered smaller settlement for repetitive cyc
les (Fig.4b).This explains the fact that the 
surrounding soil particles repack due to consi
derable settlement of the pile after it is sunk 
and when this settlement is realized, during 
repetitive cycles, when a shear surface is alre
ady formed up in the compacted soil this value 
is considerably less.This is revealed when the 
negative friction forces are investigated by 
the photo-fixation method.
The experiments have disclosed a practically 
linear relationship between negative friction 
forces and differential soil-pile settlements 
all the way to the maximum value of g^gative 
friction and have confirmed the view some au
thors that stresses and strains vary exponentio- 
nally with the distance from the pile.Most dras
tically they vary within two diameters range 
around the pile.
Side surface stresses grew rapidly in relation 
to depth and then became almost uniform up to 
the "sand-peat" boundary.In the peat layer they 
sharply decreased.
To investigate pile foundations behaviour affected 
by negative friction the settlements of soil on 
the surface and around pile have benn observed 
for a year on the test-site in the city of Riga 
30x30 cm single piles 16.0m long and for the 
groups of such piles distributed so that the 
distance between their axes was three or five 
diameters.
Geologically, the site is typical for the Bal
tic region, i.e. a 1,5 m thick layer of medium 
sand near the surface is underlain by a 6m thick 
layer of loam silt which is, in turn,underlain 
by a dense water saturated medium sand.The me
dium sand layer was chosen as a load bearing 
one.The piles were sunk only 0.5 m into the be
aring layer to better fix their settlements. 
Negative friction forces resulted from the pack
ing of the soil by applying an additional load 
in the form of a sand layer with a height of 5 
meters and a 25x25 m crossection built up du
ring two weeks.
The main settlements of piles and soil appeared 
in the course of the first 3-4 months after the 
load had l?een at>t>lied (Fig,51.The surface of the 
soil in pile groups, except for the zones near
by the piles, appeared to be conical with the 
summit coinciding with the centre of the group. 
Pile settlement due to negative friction was 
considerable: 10 cm for single piles and 15 cm 
for piles in the group.Bearing capacity of piles 
equal to 300 MN,corresponded to the resultant 
of negative friction forces applied to the pile. 
The settlements of pile groups did not considerab
ly depend on the distance between piles due to 
the fact thatfor smaller distances between pi
les the negative friction forces were greater, 
applied,however, to a smaller area.
The research has yielded that a conventional
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jfig 5 Pile and soil free surface settle
ments at the test site in Riga for:
1)^single piles; 2)piles in groups; 3) the 
s<?il in the centerof the group of 4 piles 
distributed at 3 dia from one another;
4) same as (3) but with 5 dia interpile dis
tance^) at the center of the site and near
by single piles.

criterion for the initiation of negative fric
tion forces involving only the comparison of 
settlements of soil around a pile S with the 
settlements of the pile S (S P )ssometimes 
fails to correctly assesspthesevoSution of ne
gative friction.lt mostly leads to unjustified 
underestimation of pile capacity and can also 
give a completely wrong answer¿For example,when 
rapidly stabilized the pile foundation settle
ment may be less than that of some soil layer. 
This, however, is not the evidence of the ab
sence of the negative friction on pile surface 
within this^layer because the settlement of sur
rounding soil may continue.
To make allowance for the settlements of soil 
and pile foundations and to more generally con
sider negative friction effect (and the above 
experiments has yielded the fact that a small 
pile-soil differential settlement suffices to 
nullify the negative friction), we suggest to 
compare soil and pile settlement rates according 
to the following uneauality:

as 5 ‘as* 

at *  at
(9)

with S_ and Sj> as settlements of soil around 
the pile and of the pile footing respectively, 
t as time.
This criterion, as has been shown in the paper 
Bakholdin,Berman(1974) lends itself to determi
ning the size of the zone of the negative fric
tion forces along pile as well as their value 
so that it could be taken into account in prac
tical design.Incorporation of the time factor 
inthe criterion of initiation of the negative 
friction forces enables to reduce their value 
depending on the interrelation between the time 
of compaction before construction of the struc
ture, construction rate and the moment of its 
commissioning.This criterion,introduced into 
practice,has shown,in regions in question,that 
the magnitude of negative friction forces acting 
on pile footings can vary 1.5-2 times.
The above studies enable to better assess bea
ring capacity of piles.
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